Newsletter April 23rd, 2020

We would like to
wish the
following
students a very happy birthday

Milla, Prep D
Ethan, 1R
Evelyn, 5/6E
Philippa, Prep E
Helena, 3/4J
Charlotte, 3/4J
Hazel, Prep H
Jackson, 5/6A
Spencer, 1T
Tali, 3/4J
Felix, 3/4W
Mona, 5/6A
Hazel, Prep T
Annie, 3/4C
Chloe, 3/4A
Charlie, 5/6W
Harley, 1A
Veer, 3/4W
Lincoln, 3/4A
Lola, 3/4W
Zara, 3/4E
Grace, 2H
Mia, Prep D
Tallulah, 1A
Raff, 3/4W
Aleena, 5/6A

The front of the school has also had a bit of make-over with new school signage, a garden
clean-up and a re-paint. Thanks to the Parents Clubs for the suggestions for the new look.

School Terms 2020

Pupil Free Days 2020

Term 2

9th June

14th Apr to 26th Jun

Term 3

13th Jul to 18th Sep

Term 4

5th Oct to 18th Dec

Public Holidays 2020

Contact
Elizabeth Street

12th August (TBC)

June 8: Queens Birthday

2nd November

Nov 3rd: Melb Cup Day

Newport 3015 Victoria

Principal’s Report

Dear Parents
After a very frantic and anxious beginning to our term 2, this week has been more settled as we all get into the swing
of the remote learning concept. Despite all the planning and preparation that was undertaken, the start of term was
still a very interesting and, at times, quite a difficult few days.
It was a beginning of a term that we had never experienced before and therefore there were loads of unprecedented
problems that needed to be solved and actions that had to be taken to overcome these new problems. Despite the
difficulties, I believe everyone, families and school, have done exceptionally well to settle into the new term and I have
no doubt things will continue to improve in week 3 and beyond.
I would like to begin with a big shout to all our mums & dads that have done an outstanding job of taking on the task of
being the ‘classroom helper at home’. The support that you have given to your children during this very difficult time
has been outstanding.
At the beginning of last week, I sent a letter to parents simply requesting that you try your best as this is not a time of
home schooling, but crisis schooling. Our Newport Lakes parents have been outstanding in their efforts to make the
best of their ‘Learning at Home’ program with their children. The feedback and discussions I have had with parents,
teachers and students throughout the last week has been very positive and I encourage you to keep up all the great
work you are doing. As the time passes, your anxiety will lessen, your confidence will improve and your children will
become more familiar with what is required. You have all made an excellent start and I encourage you to continue
with the excellent work you are doing with your children.
We do realise that there will be many times when it is going to be very difficult. If, or when, these times occur, try
asking yourself ‘what matters?’ – no task or activity is worth your child having a meltdown or causing a crisis in the
home. Have a break, leave it to another day, find something else to undertake, or take on real life learning activity.
What matters is the positive relationship between the parent and child and if this is not occurring, then it is time to
re-focus and work towards building that relationship.
I would also like to express my appreciation to all the teachers for preparing and implementing the ‘Learning at Home’
units of work, also to the Education Support (integration aides) for their assistance in preparing packs for our
intervention students, to Carolyn for checking our daily body temperatures at school and ensuring we are staying safe,
and to our wonderful office staff that have already dealt with ‘hundreds’ of parental enquiries and other matters
throughout the week.
During the week, both the Premier and Minister of Education have expressed that the remote and flexible learning
arrangements will be in place for all of term 2. Unless schools are informed otherwise, we will be planning to continue
the ‘Learning at Home’ program for the remainder of the term.
I realise that to make all the 368 families of the 530 children attending our school happy with the ‘Learning at Home’
program was always going to be a very difficult task. There have been a number of parents that have expressed their
problems and concerns to both the school and in a public forum. Similarly to you at home, the remote and flexible
learning is also very new to us.

Principal’s Report (continued)
We have made a number of mistakes and unanticipated problems have occurred. But we are all trying our best in very
difficult times, we will learn from the mistakes and our experiences, and we will endeavour to continually
improve and provide the best learning experience we can for our students and families. The criticisms didn’t assist in
this difficult time but the messages of support, constructive feedback, best wishes and appreciation to the teachers
and myself were a pleasure to hear and receive – thank to you all!
Staying Connected Although almost all of our students and teachers are presently teaching and learning from home
Report
we will continue to produce a fortnightly Principal’s
school newsletter.
It is very important that we maintain the strong
connectedness the school has with its community and we believe the newsletter is one positive way we can ensure
(continued)
this continues. We also encourage that parents continue to follow their child’s classroom Blog – the more people that
read the Blog the better it is for everyone.
ANZAC Day This will be the first year since my arrival at Newport Lakes that we have not been able to have an
ANZAC Day ceremony at school. Having our own ceremony is very special as it allows us not only to honour our
present and past members of the defence force but also allows us to teach the children the meaning of this very
special ceremony in a less formal manner.
This year we have put together a small video to commemorate ANZAC Day. Parents may like to share with your
children in this time of remote learning.
We would like to thank Miles Gutteridge and Evelyn Orme for working hard to learn and perform the Last Post and
the Rouse. We would also like to thank Sam Pierce for editing the footage and sharing such a beautiful clip of our
students paying tribute to the Australians and New Zealanders who served at war. In this clip, we have Miles
performing the Last Post, followed by one minute silence. Following that we will hear Evelyn perform the Rouse.
https://youtu.be/nF21SWgZl_E
School Improvements During the term, we will taking the opportunity of having some works conducted around the
school whilst the students are not present.
The play equipment areas have had a top up of new mulch and a new screening fence has been erected between the
basketball court and the Quiet Yard. This should make the Quiet Yard safer by stopping the basketballs going into this
area.
The front of the school has also had a bit of make-over with new school signage, a garden clean-up and a re-paint.

Principal’s Report (continued)

Yr. 6-7 Transition The Yr. 6 children will receive a Yr. 6-7 transition pack over the next few days. The pack will be
sent out electronically to all Yr. 6 families but if any parent has difficulty receiving the pack, or is unable to print out
the forms, please contact the school and we can arrange for a printed pack to be picked up from the office or posted
out to the family.
The Yr. 7 secondary school enrolment application form needs to completed and returned to your child’s school
(Newport Lakes PS) by Friday 29 May 2020.
Digital Device If any family does not have an electronic device (computer, laptop, tablet etc.) available for their
child to assist them with their ‘Leaning At Home’ program, the school will make available an iPad on loan until school
resumes its normal operation.
Parents will need to notify the school by email that they require an iPad for their child and a device will be prepared
for your child’s grade level. The iPad will then be made available to be picked up from the school office
Parents will need to sign out the device and will be responsible for the care, and return of the device, when school
resumes normal operation.
On-site program All students will be learning from home, except for when they are not able to be supervised at
home and no other arrangements can be made. This will be available for children of parents who cannot work from
home, and vulnerable children only.
The government has clearly stated that : “all children who can learn at home must learn from home – with
exceptions only in extremely limited circumstances.”
Out of School Hours Care Before and After school care remains available for all Newport Lakes Primary School
students even if they are ‘Learning at Home’. There are plenty of available spaces and the service is currently free of
charge.
Children can join in on the service anytime from 3.30pm until 6.00pm.
For any further information in regards to any childcare needs please contact the provider, Quantin Binnah direct on
Ph: 9742 5040.
I hope you all have a good week.

David Moss
Principal

Report From Janet Gill – Teaching & Learning
From Janet Gill – Teaching & Learning Leader
As teachers watch what is happening in distance or remote learning around the world we have come to realise that we (as in the
whole world of education!) are engaged in a global ‘inquiry’ at the moment – an inquiry into how best to support students and
parents to ‘learn at home’. Many countries have had some months of learning at home, starting this journey into the unknown
back in January or February, so we in Australia have the benefit of some of the experiences of teachers, students and parents
from overseas. At NLPS we have made a deliberate decision to veer away from a program of complete ‘online learning’ and an
over-reliance on screen time as a substitute for ‘bricks and mortar schooling’. This is in line with our philosophy about how
children and young people learn best.
Just yesterday, school leadership had the opportunity to speak with education consultant Kath Murdoch via WeBex. Kath works
with schools all over the world and we are fortunate to have had Kath provide professional learning for NLPS over the last few
years. Many of Kath’s schools overseas have been engaged in remote learning for several weeks now so she had some interesting
perspectives and advice from their experience. Here are some of the important points she made:






The need for balance for our learners (and their families) as we shift the learning from school to home. In particular, it is
important that we balance learning tasks that are passive or ’screen based’ with daily opportunities to move, to play and to
have 'hands on’ experiences.
On an average school day, your child would not be sitting passively in front of a screen or working on their own without
interacting with others. Learning is active and children benefit enormously from interaction and exploration.
We are all aware of the potential downside of too much screen time on our health and wellbeing, which is why we are
suggesting a balance of experiences across the day and week. We know there is a great deal of learning that can occur
from experiences such as weeding or planting in the garden, learning how to wash, dry and fold clothing or cooking
something simple.
Opportunities to play, interact with the family pet, take on more household responsibilities, draw, dance or explore a new
skill provide balance, strengthen what we at NLPS call our ‘Learning Assets’ and promote wellbeing.

We value an inquiry approach at this school, and we encourage you to support your child to continue to spend some time
investigating, playing and discovering in and around your home.
In the coming days we will be sharing some videos with you that give some very straightforward advice about how you can
support your child as an active learner.
If you are interested, Kath has a simple resource full of ideas for learning in the garden/backyard. It is available on her
website: https://www.kathmurdoch.com.au/shop/ccg
Of course, we value technology and we know that it works best in education when it redefines teaching and learning - that is, it
allows for the creation of new ways of learning that were previously inconceivable. We are currently exploring avenues to use
technology to connect with our students, but like most decisions we make at NLPS, we are not rushing in until we have explored
all options and considered what’s best and most important for our kids.
Just as we support all our students to be inquirers, the teachers at NLPS are, ultimately, learners and inquirers too, and we are
trying different ways of providing ‘Learning At Home’ resources for families. We are testing out new ideas and responding to our
students’ and parents’ suggestions and we are reflecting, adjusting, trying things out and allowing our approach to evolve to best
suit everyone’s needs. We will each be relying on our ‘growth mindset’ and encouraging our students and families to do the same.
In the meantime, we will keep our learner assets (see below) front of mind as we navigate through this world-wide inquiry - and
what a tale we will have to tell when we get to the other side!

Report From Janet Gill – Teaching & Learning
At NLPS we know that our best learning occurs when we use our learner assets…

Take care everyone, and most importantly, remember to take time to see the joy in learning!
Kind regards, Janet Gill.

Displaying Resilience in Difficult Times
During the last week, it has been wonderful to observe how resilient NLPS kids are during this sometimes-difficult time. Kids have
had to adapt to not going to school, missing out on playing with their friends, not seeing their grandparents and often hearing not
so pleasant news about what’s happening in the world-yet despise this all, they have really stood up to the challenge of ‘learning
at home’ or ‘at school’ in a very different format students .
In the last week, we have observed NLPS students demonstrating so many of our school values. We would like to celebrate some
of the amazing feats;
Compassion and Respect:
We have had grade 3/4s posting on Google Classroom, asking each other if everyone is ok, sending birthday greetings, praising
each other’s work!
At school, our older students (the essential service kids) have supported the younger kids out in the playground, and even helped
them in the class. In one case, a Grade 5 saw a younger child in tears and went to comfort them.
Resilience:
The challenges for kids to navigate a new way of learning and using unfamiliar online platforms has been great but yet they have
managed to get through it. So many of our students are sharing their work, even tasks that we have not asked for.
Responsibility:

One of our school captains (Levi) thought it was important to continue to give out Student Awards and did so by awarding his sister
in Week One! This Friday some families are planning on doing an online Assembly.
Critical thinking:
We have a number of photos sent of children finding ways to work productively at home-some deciding to wear the school
uniform to help keep themselves motivated, others making their workspace colourful and even working from their cubbies in their
backyard! Our NLPS students
are very creative!

Prep News
Learning at home with the Prep students

Elke (Prep E) started the term by getting dressed into her school uniform and
getting out her blue bag filled with the equipment she needs.

Harry (Prep D) enjoyed the paper aeroplane STEAM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts and Maths) challenge and he successfully flew them
through the targets.

Hazel (Prep T) celebrated her birthday last week and wrote
about it on Monday.

Matilda (Prep H) went for a nature walk and she counted up
some of the things that she saw and, later on, she wrote and
drew what she saw in her scrapbook.

Yr 5/6 Update
Wow. What an interesting time we’ve found ourselves in. I congratulate all of our amazing students (and
parents) for demonstrating some outstanding resilience and adaptability to our new way of learning.
Following up on one of our projects from last term – writing persuasive letters to local businesses to support the
animals affected by bushfires – we have received many wonderful donations from businesses and our NLPS
community alike. A massive thank you to the Rotary Club of Williamstown who work with our EarlyAct club.
They were able to donate a whopping $300 to our cause!
Of course our Gofundme is still live, so if you’d like to check it out – please follow this link:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/match-our-donation-for-wildlife-victoria
A lot of our letters went out around the time that the COVID-19 pandemic was forcing businesses to close and
people to go into isolation, so unfortunately a number of businesses were unable to make a financial
contribution at this time – which is very understandable. However, we received a number of emails from local
businesses saying how persuasive our student writing was and how much they wished they could contribute. So,
a big thanks to the wonderful Newport community!

Maths News

Maths Problem Solving Challenges
From next week, you will notice a new button on the weekly
Learning at Home pages of our school website: Maths
Challenges – Everyone. This button leads to optional
mathematical problem solving challenges.
Each week three levels of mathematical problems from a
variety of collections and sources will be posted. The following
week sample solutions to the previous week’s challenges as
well as the new problems will be posted.
These problems are for your enjoyment and personal challenge
(some of them may be really tricky, others only moderately so).
They do not form part of the official curriculum. The solutions
are provided so that you can review your own work and see
where you went right (and possibly wrong).

PE News from Mr A
Change in the date of the school’s Athletics Carnival
Due to the current climate, the school has made the decision to move the Athletics carnival from May 19 to July 22. This will fall
in the second week of Term Three. The new date is still five weeks before the District Athletics carnival and will give us enough
time to enter a school team in that event.

Health Guidelines
The Australian Government Department of Health for children aged 5-12 years old suggests that physical activity should occur is
as many ways as possible. This includes active transportation, leisure, active play, organised and non-organised sports, games,
physical education and other activities at home, school and in the community. This is in addition to incidental physical activity.
Compliance with these guidelines can improve cardio metabolic health, body composition, aspects of mental health and wellbeing, cardiorespiratory fitness and musculoskeletal health.
Greater amounts of physical activity – frequency, intensity and/or duration are all associated with additional health benefits for
children. All physical activity should be safe and age appropriate for the child.
Guidelines:



For health benefits, children aged between 5-12 years should accumulate at least 60 minutes of moderate to vigorous
intensity physical activity every day (They can add up physical activity throughout the day, in short bursts of 10
minutes or longer).
Children’s physical activity should include a variety of aerobic activities

Choice Boards
Choice Boards are a great way for students to reach their daily physical activity targets. They are a great graphic organiser and
tool that provides students with the power to choose how they want to exercise. This give students freedom and encourages
them to be more responsible, accountable and independent in their learning. It also allows them to work on the activities at
their own pace.
In this week’s newsletter, we have included three examples of Choice Boards that our students can use. If none of the Choice
Boards are overly appealing, students may have some fun creating their own.

PE News (Continued)

Indonesian News

Indone-

THE INDONESIAN NEWS
edisi #satu

QUIZ TIME

WORD SNAKE

Play in teams ‘Kids vs. Adults’
or score individually

4 Indonesian words are hidden
below, one after another. The last
letter of each word is the first letter of
the following word.

N
A
T
U

1. What are the colours of
Indonesia’s flag?
2. On which island do
komodo dragons live?

I P P
K O E
U T N
L I S

MISSING LETTERS
What are the missing letters in these
Indonesian words?

P

E

N

I

R

A
Y
A H

L

3. How many active
volcanoes are there in
Indonesia? (Closest
guess wins point)
4. Which of the following
foods is not traditionally
Indonesian? – nasi
goreng, satay, tom yum.
5. How do you say ‘thank
you’ in Indonesian?

WHAT IS THIS?
EYE SPY
Can you spy all the things on the list?

Monyet

Mobil biru

Ikan

Sembilan

Topi

Kodok

Bebek

Dinosaurus

ANSWERS…
WORD SNAKE- pensil, lutut, topi, ikan QUIZ TIME- 1. Red and white 2. Komodo island 3. 147 4. Tom yum 5. Terima kasih MISSING LETTERS- e, s, m
EYE SPY- mokey, blue car, fish, nine, hat, frog, duck, dinosaur WHAT IS THIS?- orangutan

Drama News from Michelle

In grades prep- two we have been having so much fun making puppets. Puppets
can be made with anything and are a great family activity that can include

Here are some of the puppets we have made at my house!

The Grade three /four students have
been writing stories using photos as
prompts. The students have written
some really creative stories. Well done!
.

At the end of last term the grade 5/6 students did an audition for a commercial. They
had to submit a rubric and analyse their own performance.

Art News from Laura

I wanted to share my own learning achievement with you all. Last week, I
received my certificate in the mail from Melbourne University. I have been
awarded a Graduate Certificate in Education (Arts Specialisation). I was
working on a Master of Education but unfortunately COVID-19 came along
so I decided to graduate early. I spent two years going to university on
weekends to learn. You’re never too old to learn.

Music News from Ellen
I Think You’re Great
I think this is such a perfect time to dust off old instruments and use music to share time with
family and start that family band you always wanted to! Here is a beautiful song by an Australian
artist called ‘I Think You’re Great’. I have included chord charts if you play guitar, ukulele or
keyboard, as well as a lyric sheet and riff notation for any woodwind and brass instrument. Have
fun jamming with members of your family. Try different strumming patterns, use what ever
works for your band. Get everyone involved and if you’re not feeling particularly musical or don’t
have many instruments at home, a bit of rice in a small Tupperware container works great as a
shaker to help everyone to keep the beat!

Music News (Continued)

Music News (Continued)

Music News (Continued)

Respectful Relationships

Respectful Relationships (Continued)
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